Sutcliffe Electronics first
produced Gasgun
conversion kits in 1985.
They are still available with
the current range of MkIII
and MkIV electronics
modules.
The kit provides an
economic way of obtaining
a new Gasgun, with a
year’s guarantee, without
the expense of buying a
new barrel. It is easy to
install using the normal
tools found in a farm
workshop, on almost any
propane gasgun. The
conversion taking about an
hour.
The kit consists of the
same weatherproof housing
as the KITGUN, electronics
module, long reach spark
plug, plug mounting plate,
all necessary leads, and full

instructions. It is assumed
that the high pressure
regulator, gas pipe and
fittings from the old gun
are still serviceable.
Gasgun conversion kits
are available direct from
Sutcliffe Electronics by
mailorder, or can be
purchased through your
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Kitgun Bird Scarers are
available in a range of four
options. These are the mix of
two types of barrel, and two
models of electronics.
The barrel options are standard,
and high wind. ( The high wind
model has been test fired direct
into a 60Kph air flow with no
loss of bang. )
The electronics options are
MkIII & MkIV.
The MkIII electronics give a
switched option of one or two
bangs, variable interval between
bangs on a knob, and adjustable
Morning delay timer.
The MkIV electronics give a
switched option of one, two or
four bangs, variable interval
between bangs on a knob, an

adjustable Morning delay timer,
and a randomise function which
adjusts the current setting by
plus or minus 50%. Ie set to 4
bangs with an interval of 20
minutes, there could be between
two and six bangs, with an
interval of anything from ten
minutes to half an hour.
The Kitgun comes complete
with Gas regulator, and just
requires ten minutes of assembly
before it is up and running. A
12V car battery and propane gas
are required to provide power
Kitguns are available direct
from Sutcliffe Electronics by
Mail order, or can be purchased
through your local farm dealer.
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